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The Light at the End of the Tunnel 
Learning to See The Positive 

The Place ignites the potential in youth to exit homelessness  

and create self-determined, fulfilled lives. 



 The people who help The PLACE work 

toward our mission are truly indispensable and we 

want to be sure to highlight their impact any chance 

we get.  

 This time we caught up with volunteer Garrett 

Tanner. He makes breakfast for our shelter youth 

once a week. He says “breakfast is simple, but once 

in a while I try to spice things up and provide 

something special.” Garrett’s volunteerism helps 

create consistency and ensures that staff time is fully 

dedicated to our youth. He says, “ I greatly respect 

the staff at The PLACE for what they do everyday for the youth. My role is to support their efforts, 

even if it’s just making pancakes or cleaning the dishes for now.”  

 The impact Garrett has had on our staff, youth and organization is clear and appreciated. 

We asked him how has volunteering with us impacted him and he responded, “the smiles and 

warm thanks given by the youth truly brighten my week.” 
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Eventually, we reconnected with Matthew through one of our partner agencies.  After that we had 

to obtain a new housing voucher and spent time going to early morning court hearings.  Even 

though this was intimidating and life shattering for him, Matthew showed great bravery in facing 

the consequences of his actions. 

 Every part of his journey tested his patience and impulses.  For a young person like 

Matthew, it is easy to live in the moment, giving little thought to years, months, or even weeks into 

the future.  Most in his situation are merely looking to “survive” from day to day.  We saw a 

resolute change in Matthew last December.  Housing clients are allowed to choose Christmas 

gifts up to $90. For Matthew, this was an overwhelming decision because he associated trauma 

with the holiday season. Since he knew that he would soon get his own apartment, he asked for a 

TV. When the time came to open his gift on Christmas, he expressed to his case manager that he 

wanted to wait to open it until he got the keys to his apartment. Choosing to wait was 

monumental for Matthew. His case manager honored his wish and kept his gift wrapped in the 

office. Matthew received the key to his own place in February.  As pictured on page 1, he finally 

got the gratification of opening his brand new TV.  Watching his reaction to his new place made 

this long journey worthwhile. 

Beginning this year Matthew started to accept behavioral treatment and is learning how to take 

his prescribed medications.  He has shown significant changes in his anger, anxiety, depression, 

and independence. Matthew has expressed interest in construction but has a bigger goal of 

going into culinary arts. We can’t wait to see his future become brighter and brighter. 

The Light at the End of the Tunnel 

Volunteer Highlight: Garrett Tanner  
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Drop-In Center Opens! 
From the Desk of Shawna Kemppainen, Executive Director 
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OFF THE STREET Breakfast 

This year’s OFF THE STREET will be held on Thursday, July 

14th. We are honored to be sponsored by Picnic Basket 

again. See you under the bridge! 
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